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About This Game
Hilarious adventure game designed in a TV cartoonish style.
This is the story of Johnny Bonasera, a kid that was beaten and humiliated by a punk gang.
Fueled by an insatiable desire for revenge, Johnny Bonasera promises revenge against each of the punks who bullied him. One
by one. Unscrupulous. Mercilessly.

Features
2D HD graphics in TV cartoon style.
An adventure full of hilarious dialogues and puzzles.
Outlandish characters to talk, interact, beat...
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Title: The Revenge of Johnny Bonasera: Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Rafael García
Publisher:
Rafael García
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016
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Everything about this game is not fine ;] Only reason to get this is to have 1 more perfect game in about 1 hour.. A good
software for every one to learn about himself.
Beneficial but not enough for academic use.
And how to purchase the Enterprise edition? Consider DLCs plz!
. The fourth installment of the Momodora series and the best so far , developer Bombservice takes all the best parts of the
previous game and improves upon the formula reaching new heights, offering a game much larger in scope, longer, with more
action, a bigger interconnected world to explore, wonderful boss fights, more interactions and overall higher quality of an
already great series.
The amazing art consists of a wide variety of immersive locations\/backgrounds, from sunny forests to gloomy cursed cities and
abandoned castles, inhabited by some nasty-but-cute enemies. The pixel-art animation is fluid, detailed and highly expressive.
The music is also a great mix of epic, calm , intense and somber pieces that compliment the story.
And while the story is presented in a minimalistic style it still manages to evoke the melancholic and sometimes depressing
nature of the Momodora series - do not let youself be deceived by the cute and colorful pixel art style, the world of Momodora
is dark and somber where happiness is hard to achieve. But with some hope still lingering.
Make sure you explore the map thoroughly in order to achieve a more satisfying ending too!
I didn't encounter any bugs, gamepad worked as intended (for me at least!). As for the gameplay, you can choose various
difficulties if you feel you want a bigger challenge (the default normal was no walk in the park either and resulted in many game
over screens but nothing extremely frustrating) and afetr you finish the game you have a NG+ with higher difficulty and
different enemy placement, while you get to keep your inventory.
For fans of metroidvania platformers, Momodora: Reverie Under The Moonlight is a small gem that you should not miss.. We
have a terrorist with an awesome theme
And we have a girl with glasses with an even more awesome theme.
Alte can be pretty usefull at times, use her hyper on a boss and nobody gets the bounty. Also, seeing someones card is always
funny :3
Kyoko is a great character. Despite her having no evade options, she's really good to use, especially to win matches. Use her
hyper, you can just evade bosses, evade players attacking you and avoid traps.
This dlc is awesome.. Good and simple
you have to use every block on the map
But you are not able to move on them twice unless it have a number on them
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7Bh1yafS7Y. That was an enjoyable experience. Thank you.
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Thanks to ZenZone1 for on how to get this to work (works fine on Win 7 x64):
See his review on how to get the gamne working! I highly recommend getting steam to create the shortcut on your desktop!
A lot of users are asking for the manual so I have uploaded these to my google drive (including a strategy guide). You can find
them here:
https:\/\/drive.google.com\/drive\/folders\/0B1w7Tm1SmIHvZ1ZqUXJHVkxNdTA?usp=sharing
It's a great game. Very complex. The model aircraft and how it handles are stunning, and the sounds in game are excellent for
when this game was initially developed. I love the external camera view and you can defiantly here the dopler effect. I love how
you can watch your enemies die by following your missiles to their target. You can provide commands to your wingman and
assign them a target whilst you concentrate on another. You can even communicate with the air bases located around the map.
Easy to configure your plane for each mission. Dog fights are really good fun, though hard in places. I highly recommend
viewing the manual and strategy guide included in the above link. They will help considerably as the tutorial via the peace game
mode doesn't have details on how to fly the aircraft, let alone how to operate it's complex systems on board. Another useful tip,
use the autopilot, it is there for a reason!
Overall, a great game for its time. Even now I still enjoy this. Highly recommended; especially if you haven't played this before.
I can see myself playing a lot of hours on this again (regardless of what steam says as the game won't run via steam play button,
it will only run via the shortcut).. Loved this game mod when there were people playing it! Kinda reminded me of Twisted
Metal, only multiplayer. Due to the lack of servers and and people, I can't recomend it.. If you're into puzzlers (like SpaceChem
or the like), this one should be on your list. Quite enjoyable, limited mechanics to consider and beautiful on many levels.. This is
the absolute worst Lego game that I have played so far. I bought 8 of them, and this one is TERRIBLE. The split screen is
horrid, interactions don't work like the others, I have managed to glitch several stages and had to restart them, and it has crashed
twice. NONE of the other games thus far have had any issues except the Marvel game, and that only had the terrible split screen
issues as well. I would highly recommend pick ANY other lego game that isn't this one, and you'll enjoy them a lot more.. I use
to play this game on kongregate all the time. It was the first turn based strategy game I ever played on the computer. I have
never seen its equal in any other game that I have played. The closest that I have found was Code Name S.T.E.A.M. The game is
a vastly expansive game and is fun to play with others. When I found out that this game was on steam I down loaded it the first
chance I had. I was consumed with so much nestalgia playing it once again. If you have played this game on another cite like
kongregate or armor games theywill help you get your acount back. I recomend this game to anyone who loves rpgs and turn
based strategy games.. For the Portal lover.. the plot of this game is so ridiculous that you have to play it just for that. Very nice
driving back truck sim, if you want to practice driving back its right here and for that price its a steal! Game sometime doesnt
notice the impact on trailer or object and sometimes hit box may not be perfect but most of the time it offers a very realistic
driving experience with decent challenges to get all 3 medals for a level. Better with a wheel as you wont be forced to go full
turn like you would with WASAD.
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